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keeping watch on your inventory 

A bi-monthly email newsletter from your Asset Management team.

Communication - REQUISITIONS

We are finding that 
many problems 
with the 
requisition, 
purchase, 
receiving, 
inventory control 
and maintenance of 
an item may have 
been avoided in the 
beginning, if the 
requisition would 
have been properly 
completed with as 
much information 
as possible. Today 
is the first part of a 
three part series 
that Ryan has put 
together to help us 
all be more 
efficient in the 
requisition process. 
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"Sorry, I guess it was just a regular horse." from Dude, Where's My Car?

Communication - Cont'd

We hope you have enjoyed reading The Eagle Eye newsletter, we have received many great comments 
from you.  If you have missed one, they are now archived on our website https://
assetmanagement.unt.edu/eagle-eye-archive, also please pass it along to anyone that might be 
interested.

Also, new to our website this week in the front page "Forms" section, we have included a 'Universal Check 
Out Sheet' after requests from the article in the last issue of the Eye.  Feel free to modify this to fit your 
department's internal inventory needs in the daily check out of assets or anything else you would like to 
keep track of at the departmental level.

Thanks again,
Jimmy Grounds - Assistant Director

How do I know what items are assets?
There are several types of assets:
 Capital asset: anything over $5000 (except software).
 Controlled asset: Cameras, A/V equipment, projectors, televisions, 
video players, sound systems over $500.
 Locally controlled: Desktop computers, laptops, tablets, smart-
phones, drones, rifles, shotguns, handguns from $0.
For more information on asset classification, visit https://
assetmanagement.unt.edu/asset-classification.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Please send any questions you would like addressed to Asset.Management@unt.edu.

I reported this asset missing last year. Why is it still on my department's inventory?

Inventory 101 - Knowing what you got and where it's at...............at all times! 

Assets reported as missing are required to remain on your inventory for 
two full fiscal years, and a missing report will need to be submitted each 
year until the time it is removed.
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